taken in general from [8] . By a normal algebra we mean a Banach space which is also a ring where multiplication is bicontinuous. A Banach algebra is a normed algebra where we have further the inequality \\xy\\ ^ ||x|| \\y\\ for all elements 'x' and 'j' of the algebra. The symbols p., v, 9 are used for measures. When only one left Haar measure p is used on a locally compact group G we write sometimes S a f(x) dx or J f(x) dx instead of fG f(x) dp,(x). If //<= G is a subset of a group G, then xh(x) will denote the characteristic function of H. L(G) will denote the class of complex valued continuous functions on G with compact support.
If G is a locally compact group with a left Haar measure V' and 1 ä=/?<co then LP(G) will denote the equivalence classes of Borel measurable functions f on G with complex values such that J |/(x)|p dx<co. \ffeLp (G) then ]|/||p will denote (Sa l/l" dx)1" when l^p^oo.
1. Lp-conjecture for the case p>2, and some general results. Definition 1.1. Let G be a locally compact group with a left Haar measure '/t'. Let / and g be two Borel measurable complex valued functions on G. Then the convolution/* g of '/' and 'g' is said to exist if the integral JG \f(y)g(y'1x)\ dy exists for almost all xeG. In this case/ * g(x) is defined to be J"G f(y)g(y~1x) dy. If 1 Sp<oo, we say that PP(G) is closed under convolution if whenever / and g belong to PP(G) we have that/* g exists and again belongs to LP(G).
V-conjecture 1.2. This is the following statement: Let G be a locally compact group with a left Haar measure p. Then PP(G) is closed under convolution for some p such that 1 <p < oo if and only if G is compact.
Remark. The "if" part of the /."-conjecture is trivial to establish. So we consider the "only if" part in this paper. Theorem 1.3. Let G be a locally compact group with a left Haar measure 'p,'. Let LP(G) be closed under convolution for somep> 1 and < oo. Then L"(G) is a normed algebra with convolution as multiplication. Moreover, in this case we can choose a suitable left Haar measure p.x such that Lp(p,x) is a Banach algebra.
Proof. Let l/p+l/q=l and A(x) the modular function of G. Let / g e LP(G) and heLQ(G). Let (/, n) = JG/(x)n(x) dx and let Tf be the operator g->/*g in
Then by a routine calculation it follows that (Tf(g),h) = (f*g,h) = (g,f*h) for all f, g eLp(G) and heL"(G). So by an easy application of the closed graph theorem we get that Tf is continuous in L"(G). Similarly we get that the right multiplication is continuous in LP(G). So by an application of the principle of uniform boundedness we get PP(G) is a normed algebra. So there is a constant A such that \\f* g\\p^ A||/||p||g||p for all/ geLp(G). Now choose a left Haar measure p.x on G by the relation dp.x(x) = Kp dp(x). Then Lp(p.x) will be a Banach algebra under convolution. where/e¿(G) then 1. 7/e ¿(G/77) whenever fe ¿(G).
P is linear from ¿(G) onto ¿(G/77).

T(f* g)--=T(f) * T(g) for all/ g e¿(G).
4-||371|P=||/L for all/6L(G).
Now ¿"(G) is closed under convolution. So there is a constant K such that ||/*sflp<jq/Uk|p from Theorem 1.3. So we have that \\f*g\\PúK\\f\\p\\g\\p for all/and geL(G/H) from 1, 2, 3, and 4 above. Since p<oo, we have that ¿(G/77) is dense in LP(G/H). Then we get by repeated use of Fatou's lemma, Fubini's theorem and monotone convergence theorem that iff and g belong to ¿"(G/77) then/* g is defined and again belongs to ¿"(G/77). Lemma 1.6 . Suppose that the Lp-conjecture is true for a number p (1 <p<oo)for all totally disconnected locally compact groups and all connected lie groups. Then the conjecture is true for that 'p' for all locally compact groups. Then G must be compact.
Proof. Let us assume first that G is connected. Let V be a compact symmetric neighborhood of the identity e. Then adopting the proof of Lemma 1.9 we get that the set {(p(Vn + 1)/p(Vn)) | «= 1, 2, 3,...} is bounded. Then by the connectedness of G and by Lemma 1.7 we get that G is compact. Now let us assume that G is totally disconnected. Then by Lemma 1.9 there exists a compact, open, normal subgroup 77 of G Then G/H is a discrete group and ¿"(G/77) is closed under convolution by Lemma 1.5. So G/H is finite by Theorem 3 of [5] . Then G must be compact. So if G is either connected or totally disconnected the theorem is true. Now the result follows from Lemma 1.6.
2. The case p = 2 of the ¿"-conjecture. Definition 2.1. An involution * in an algebra A over complex numbers is a one-to-one map from A onto A such that the following hold :
(i) (x*)* = x for all x e A.
(ii) (Xx+py)* = Xx* + fiy* for all complex numbers A and p. and x, y e A.
(iii) (xy)*=y*x* for all x, y e A.
An ^4*-algebra is a Banach algebra P with an involution * and an auxiliary norm | || • I | such that | ||xy|| |£| ||*|| | | ||v|| | and | ||jc**|| | = | ||x|| |2 for all x,ysB.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let P be a Banach algebra over the complex numbers. An element x is said to be in the radical of P if there is an ideal /<=P such that xe/and ltn_co (||.vn!|)1"l^0 as n -> co for all y el. The algebra P is said to be semisimple if 0 is the only element in the radical of P.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a unimodular locally compact group with a left Haar measure p.. Let LP(G) be closed under convolution for some p (1 <p<ao). Then LP(G) is a semisimple Banach algebra assuming that p. was properly chosen to make LP(G) a Banach algebra.
Proof. Let \/p+l/q= 1. Let/*(x)=/(x"1) for all/eLP(G). Then, from the fact that G is unimodular, one can check that/->■/* is an involution in LP(G). Moreover, by using standard theorems on integration one can show that (f*g, n) = (g,f* *") = (/,«* g*) for all/ g e LP(G) and n e L"(G) where (/ h) = \Gf(x)W) dx.
From this it follows easily that if/e LP(G) and g e LQ(G) then /* g e L"(G) and ||/* g\\q^ ||/||p||g||,. From this and the fact that LP(G) is a Banach algebra and the Riesz convexity theorem it follows that f * g e L2(G), and ||/*g||2^ l/LlklU for Proof. Assume for the moment that G is unimodular. We may as well assume that V' was properly chosen so as to make L2(G) a Banach algebra. Let/*(x) = f(x'x) for all/eP2(G).
Then, as was shown in the proof of Lemma 2.2, * is an involution in L2(G) and (f*g,h) = (g,f**h) (f,h*g*) for all /, g, h e L2(G)
where (f, g) is the inner product in L\G). By Lemma 2.2 we have that L2(G) is semisimple and hence it is a semisimple //*-algebra of Ambrose (see [1] ). Now let A be a compact, open subgroup of G and let <p(x) = x¡c(x)/p-(K) where xk(x) is the characteristic function of K.
Then 95 = 99* and 9 * 93 = 93 and 93 e L2(G). So 93 * LZ(G) * <p is a semisimple //*-algebra with an identity element and hence is finite dimensional (see [1] ). But <p * P2(G) * 93 consists exactly of those functions in L2(G) which are constant on double cosets modulo K. So the number of such cosets has to be finite and hence G must be compact. In the general case let A(x) be the modular function of G and let H = {x\ A(x) = I; xeG}.
